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For use when dealing with
disruptive people!
Anyone in an administrative position may have to deal with
disruptive people. They come in all ages, shapes, backgrounds,
races, and genders. As a school administrator, coach, or counselor;
there are times when recorded event evidence can reduce or
eliminate frivolous litigation, threats, slander, loss of employment, or
worse!
A personal camera system in your office provides evidence, if and
when needed, relating to events with disruptive people. Unlike
conventional "security cameras", no installation is required and there
is no requirement for special equipment for storage, retrieval, and
distribution of recorded data. If you have an event, you simple turn
the camera off and retrieve the data in one of three ways.
(1) Use the included software, loaded to an existing PC to transfer
camera data via a supplied USB cable. Moderate computer skills
and knowledge of operating systems is required. (2) Purchase a
dedicated NetBook PC with pre-loaded software, ready to use with
simple user instructions, or (3) Do nothing until you have recorded
data that needs to stored on a USB thumb drive for viewing,
retention, and distribution. There is a minimal charge of $90 per year
for this service. Additional information available on request.
People you don't want in your office!

Quick Pricing Guide
FX-101 Desk camera with charger/docking station and USB data transfer cable for use - $349
with user supplied Windows PC (All versions of Windows can be use with the exception
of Windows 10. Complete instructions are provided. Phone or email technical support
is available at $75 per hour (half hour minimum) for special assistance not related to the
camera. Camera technical support is provided at no charge.
•

FX-NBPC - Factory refurbished NetBook PC with pre-loaded WINDOWS 7 operating
system, camera management software, complete user instructions, and free technical
support.
FX-RMS - Remote management service. User sends camera in for data transfer of
last recorded event to a sharable USB thumb drive which allows data to be viewed
on any PC, Tablet or SmartPhone. User pays shipping charges to service center.
Falcon Wireless pays return shipping of camera and USB thumb drive with viewing
instructions. Annual fee subject to change depending on special needs of user.

- $349

- $90
Annually
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